MOBILE APP
PROMOTIONS

From startup to unicorn, we’ll walk
you through your journey of Success.

7 Steps To M
 ake Your A
 pp Grow
Our proprietary technology and team of growth experts are behind
each step of the campaign, analyzing and optimizing to achieve
your growth goals.

Step 1 - Get Started
If you want to launch a campaign for a mobile app, the App needs
to be integrated with an MMP.
What’s an MMP?
A Mobile Measurement Platform is a
third-party attribution company that collects,
organizes, and presents data from marketing
campaigns in order to provide brands with a
unified view of their campaign performance.
• The MMPs integrates the (SDK) into the app
• Single source to analyze the overall ROI
• Which media source deserves credit for
driving a conversion

Step 2 - Setting Goals
Now that your App has been integrated with an MMP, the next step
is to set the goals for your campaign.

What are the growth goals for your App?

1

		 Do you want to launch UA campaigns
		 but don’t know where to start?

2

		 Do you want to increase y
 our
		user database?

3

		 Do you need to engage w
 ith the
		 users your platform currently has?

4

		 Do you want to increase your
		 in app events?

Step 3 - MMPs Integration
Find out how you c an integrate us w
 ith using
a Mobile M
 easurement Partner. (MMP)
CONTACT US

Step 4 - Customized Strategy
1. User Acquisitions

Reach users that navigate on mobile devices accessing
our quality inventory. Get to know the real effective
CPI and CPA through our auction portfolio.
• Scale up user base
• Optimize CPA
• Explore new platforms

2. Retargeting

Reconnect with existing users and
develop loyalty with a tailored message
• Engage with users that installed the app
but didn’t convert yet
• Boost and encourage use frequency
• ROI & LTV Optimization

Step 5 - Technical Setting
We have the team and the technology to take your business to the
next level!
Tech Fueled Marketing: The perfect combination of proprietary
technology and experienced talent that achieves results at scale
for app marketers
Customized CPI/CPA strategies to unlock new levels of growth.
Avoid saturation and a decrease in quality users by diversifying
your promotional channels.

With our performance network you can:

Agree the rate
before running the
campaign (fixed
costs at big scale).

Trusted guaranteed
results aligned to the
campaign objectives.

Premium inventory
for CPI and
CPA real time
optimization.

Step 6 - Launch & Optimization
We are ready to launch and achieve your growth goal!
EV365 is the team that will carry forward your most
ambitious strategies.
• By now you’ll have the right media mix that
will boost your App to the next level.
• Our Team of growth experts ready to execute
a multi channel custom-made campaign
that will deliver the best quality users for
your app.
• As your strategic partners, we will maximize
each channel efficiency and optimize your
budget across all media sources.

Step 7 - Results
We will walk you through the reports and help you make the best
choices to improve your business. There are great challenges
ahead when your app reaches the next level and we know just
how to successfully face every one of them.
Work with us to reach your growth goals!

Success Story Fintech
The Challenge
Generate new validated accounts as possible, in a highly
competitive vertical, while driving these users to generate
first transactions (trades).
The Strategy
The proposed strategy was based on the following points:
• We first focused on a mid-high funnel event (sign ups) to
generate a wide pool of new users. On a second instance
we worked on a deeper event to encourage users to validate
their accounts and start operating and trading in the app.
• We constantly optimized towards trades, having set
a specific cost per trade goal.
The Outcome
Over the period of 3 months,
we generated 15.000 installs,
over 2.000 validated accounts,
and 1.100 unique transactions,
with a 28% MoM increase on
this event. Also, we achieved
a CPA 30% lower that the
established goal.

Featured
With the launch of MAP, we will be providing the support and
provision for mobile user acquisition and branding solutions for
mobile applications using the most advanced advertising technologies.
From start-up to unicorn, we’ll walk you through your journey
of success.
READ MORE

Let’s Connect
“We give brands a complete solution for all their mobile
advertising needs. Cross-channel advertising creates
more touch points for advertisers and brands to engage
with their customers and increases overall performance.
Avoid saturation and a decrease in quality users by
diversifying your promotional channels.”
- Ryan Bolt, MAP Business Lead of
Entravision 365 Digital.
For more on how you can partner with us contact:

Ryan Bolt - MAP Business Lead |
Ryan.bolt@entravision.com

